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Make your Next
Meeting the Perfect
Meeting with AMX
It’s a collaborative world. Studies
show that managers spend up to
80% of their time in meetings,
while IT professionals spend an
average of 40 minutes per day
working on conference room
productivity and technology issues.
AMX can eliminate up to 90% of all
conference
room
technology
problems
while
dramatically
improving productivity. This means meeting participants will spend productive time discussing
and viewing information instead of troubleshooting the equipment in the meeting room. That’s
AMX’s vision for the Perfect Meeting.
MANAGE
The Perfect Meeting begins with efficient,
behind-the-scenes management of all the
room’s AV devices. AMX’s Enova DVX All-InOne Presentation Switchers come in several
configurations and sizes (4x2, 6x3 and 10x4)
and consolidate all the required AV
functionality, including switching, control,
scaling and audio processing, into a single chassis for unrivaled reliability.
CONTROL
AMX invented the control panel, and has led the industry
ever since. AMX’s latest generation control panels, Modero
S- and X- Series, allow meeting participants to control the
volume, choose which source is sent to the projector,
manage a video conference or select a secondary display, all
from the meeting table. These control panels sport an
elegant look that enhances the aesthetics of any meeting
room, from the smallest huddle space to the most elegant
boardroom.
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CONNECT
AMX’s HydraPort provides a simple way to connect AV control,
network and power directly from the conference table – with an
elegant form factor that complements any room. Just plug in your
laptop, USB memory stick or other mobile device, and you’re
connected. All HydraPorts are designed to avoid unsightly cables
above and below the table so conference rooms and classrooms
always maintain a professional look.
VIEW CONTENT FROM ANYWHERE
AMX’s Enzo is a flexible platform for
meeting rooms that provides Instant On,
Instant Access to Content, Instant Meeting
Start and Instant Sharing. Enzo makes it
easy to instantly access and share
information with others in your meeting,
whether the content resides on a smartphone, tablet, laptop, portable storage device, or on the
web.
MAINTAIN
Corporations can significantly reduce their support costs, optimize energy
usage and extend the useful life of devices with AMX’s Resource
Management Suite. This software allows support staff to centrally
manage and monitor equipment, and to reduce energy usage by
powering equipment down when not in use. It also provides a scheduling
module that enables centralized booking of conference rooms throughout
a facility.
CONFIGURE
AMX dramatically simplifies the installation
process with Rapid Project Maker (RPM), a
cloud-based software tool that allows a
technician to easily configure a complete AMX system to less than an hour – compared to
several days when using conventional programming.
REDUCE COSTS
AMX’s solution reduces the total cost of meeting room technology ownership by up to 40%. In
addition to reducing programming and maintenance costs, the AMX solution reduces energy
costs by monitoring the status of devices and shutting them down when they are not in use.
With AMX as the core of your conference room AV technology, your next meeting is always the
perfect meeting.
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